
42U S2 Standard & Expansion Rack
This 42U, industry-standard 19" rack cabinet supports BladeCenter® and rack-mountable 
System x® servers and options. Perforated front and rear doors provide improved air flow 
allowing for a fan-free rack environment. In addition to the EIA space, six sidewall 
compartments support installation of 1U power distribution units (PDUs) and switches without 
unnecessarily taking up valuable rack space. Front and rear rack doors and side panels all

Value-priced rack for entry-level and midrange rack solutions

The 42U Rack is less than 2 meters in height allowing the rack to
fit under most doorways

Six sidewall compartments support installation of 1U power
distribution units (PDUs) and switches without unnecessarily taking
up valuable rack space

Support full density of all System x™ servers by improved air flow 
allowing for a fan-free rack environment

Lockable doors and side walls provide a more secure environment
for equipment and data

The S2 Rack family can accommodate a single installation or
hundreds of rack enabled products and can be easily deployed
while at the same time offer a very competitive value to our
customers

External dimensions (HxWxD): 200x61x100cm (78.7"x24"x39.4")

93074XX 42U S2 Expansion Rack ships without side panels and 
includes baying kits and is intended to be used in conjunction with 
the 93074RX 42U S2 Standard Rack when creating a suite of 
racks

include locks, helping keep your servers secure. Front door hinge design allows door swing
from either direction, providing flexible placement options. This 42U rack conforms to the
industry-standard, EIA-310-D for 19" type A rack cabinets.
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